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ABSTRACT:Reducing the number of image bands input for principal component analysis (PCA) ensures that certain
materials will not be mapped and increases the likelihood that others will be unequivocally mapped into only one of
the principal component images. In arid terrain, PCA of four TM bands will avoid iron-oxide and thus more reliably
detect hydroxyl-bearingminerals if only one input band is from the visible spectrum. Pw\ for iron-oxide mapping will
avoid hydroxyls if only one of the S m bands is used. A simple principal component color composite image can then
be created in which anomalous concentrations of hydroxyl, hydroxyl plus iron-oxide, and iron-oxide are displayed
brightly in red-green-blue (RGB) color space. This composite allows qualitative inferences on alteration type and intensity
to be made which can be widely applied.

INTRODUCTION

stand a n d can be interpreted in a qualitative manner.
Photogeological inferences on color relationships, and their imm~
AN APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (Loughlin,
plications for mapping alteration type and intensity, can be ex1990) at the U.K. National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC), trapolated to any arid or semi-arid region.
a new and simple methodology was developed for alteration
mapping using ATM and TM imagery of the Great Basin region
THE CROSTA TECHNIQUE
of the western United States. The technique is fast, robust, and
The principal components transformation is a multivariate
reliable, requires no atmospheric or radiometric correction, and statistical technique which selects uncorrelated linear combican be carried out with standard Principal Component Analysis nations (eigenvector loadings) of variables in such a way that
(PCA)software. The technique requires only a rudimentary un- each successively extracted linear combination, or principal
derstanding of the spectral properties of minerals and vegeta- component (PC), has a smaller variance (Singh and Harrison,
tion and it relies on the ability of the principal component 1985). The statistical variance in multispectral images is related
transform to map increasing subtleties of data variance into suc- to the spectral response of various surficial materials such as
cessive components. No detailed knowledge of the spectral rocks, soils, and vegetation, and it is also influenced by the
properties of specific targets is required. The methodology has statistical dimensionality of the image data. When multispectral
been informally named the "Crosta technique" after the re- image channels are treated as variables and subject to the transsearcher whose initial studies (Crosta and McM.Moore, 1989) formation, it follows that the ordering of the principal compoinspired the NRSC development.
nents is influenced both by the spatial abundance of the various
The NRSC study was guided by detailed field information on surficial materials and by the image statistics. We can take adnumerous and varied mineral prospects and deposits covered vantage of the influence of scene statistics, which can be both
by the ATM imagery, and it drew on the collective experience measured and adjusted, in order to "force" the transformation
of exploration geologists who had been using the imagery as a to give us information on the spatial distribution and relative
prospecting aid. The prime requirement was to develop truly abundance of particular surficial materials, that is, using PCA as
effective processing techniques which could be implemented by an image interrogation technique.
geologists using inexpensive image processing systems.
Crosta and McM-Moore (1989) describe a methodology called
Images produced by PCA were judged the most accurate in Feature Oriented Principal Components Selection (FPCS). FPCS
delineating alteration zones and the most reliable in that they is based on the examination of PCA eigenvector loadings to
are not prone to spurious or "false" anomalies. A modified form decide which of the principal component images will concenof PCA, which uses sets of four selected image bands, was then trate information directly related to the theoretical spectral
developed for the ATM imagery and tested on Landsat TM im- signatures of specific targets. An important aspect of this apagery. The technique was next applied to archived ATM and TM proach is that it predicts whether the target surface type is
image data acquired over some recent western U.S. gold dis- highlighted by dark or bright pixels in the relevant principal
coveries before or soon after their discovery. It was found that component image. The methodology developed at the NRSC
many of these could have been located using the modified PCA relies specifically on the selective input of only four image
method, and this is demonstrated for the Gold Bar and Gold bands for PCA.
Bar Extension orebodies in Eureka County, Nevada.
To introduce the technique, a series of principal component
Subsequent trials of the methodology on Tbl images from other transformations on both six and four bands are presented as
parts of the western U.S., southern Spain, the eastern Medi- tables of statistics and principal component transformation facterranean, the Middle East, and South America have demon- tors. Selected PC images from some of these transformations are
strated that it has wide application in arid and semi-arid terrain. reproduced in the figures to support the arguments in the text.
Principal component color composite images ("Crosta composites'') produced by the Crosta technique are easy to under-
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The Landsat TM image reproduced in Figure 1 is a 512 by
512-pixel subscene (from p41, r42) covering the southern part
of the Roberts Mountains, Eureka County, Nevada. The image
was acquired on 1 April 1985, not long after the discovery of
the Gold Bar deposit and before the discovery or disturbance
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FIG.1. Roberts Mountains area, Nevada. TM subscene, PC1 albedo image.

FIG.2. Sketch map. Goldbar (I), Goldbar extension (2),and prospects
(3) and (4).

of the group of small orebodies known collectively as the Gold
Bar Extension deposits (Figure 2). The orebodies are bulk-mineable and are presently being exploited by Atlas Precious Metals
Inc. There are also a number of gold prospects within the area.
The gold mineralization is epithermal in origin, of probably early
Tertiary age, and is hosted in Palaeozoic carbonate rocks. Mineralization is controlled by NW-SE trending structures within a
similarly trending major mineral belt known as the Battle
Mountain - Eureka trend, itself parallel to the famous Carlin
Trend. The area is semi-arid and vegetation type and amount
is influenced by eIevation, aspect, and availability of soil moisture. Sagebrush and sparse grasses are ubiquitous around both
the Goldbar and Goldbar Extension deposits.

successive components. In the raw data transformation of Table
1the large SD for TM5 is responsible for that band's dominance
in PCl, and the low SD of the vegetation band (TM~)
is largely,
but not entirely, responsible for TM4's very low contribution to
PCl; 16.58 percent of TM4 whose DN mean is 72.2 is a very low
weighting compared to the 65.07 percent of TM5 where the mean
is 133.2. In consequence, the two PCI "albedo" images cannot
be identical. The difference is not readily apparent, however,
and the substitution of the raw data PC1 in Figure 1 (which is
PC1 from stretched data) would make little difference to the
visual appearance of Figure 1. The transformation to some extent self-compensates for this effect in higher numbered prinPrincipal Component Analysis of Six TM Bands
Table 1is a listing of the image statistics, eigenvalues (which cipal components to the extent that the weighting of individual
give an indication of decreasing variance in successive principal bands with Iow SDs will be significantIy greater in at least one
components), and eigenvector loadings (linear combinations of of the successive PCs. In Table 1TM4 (with the lowest SD) has
weighted input images in the principal components) for a prin- a 92.27 percent loading in ~c3,TM2 has one of 91.43 percent in
cipal components transformation, using the covariance matrix, PC6, gnd T M ~(with the third lowest SD of this set) has a 66.35
on all six reflective bands on the Roberts Mountains subscene. percent loading in P c ~ .Compare these loadings with those from
The transformation has been carried out on raw data. Table 2 the PCA of stretched data in Table 2, where the SDs are identical
is a listing for the transformation as applied to stretched data for all bands and the eigenvector magnitudes for 'I'M~, TM., and
where each band has been given a Gaussian-type stretch to give TM3 never achieve the levels for the raw data PCA. Singh and
all bands approximately equal mean and standard deviation Harrison (1985) recommend using "standardized" PCA to overcome this effect. For empirical information extraction as prevalues prior to the transformation.
In both transformations the first principal component (PC1) is sented in this study, standardization of image bands is
composed of a positive weighting from all bands. As indicated unnecessary and PCA on raw, unstretched data is effective in
by the eigenvalues, PC1 accounts for 89.636 percent of the total nearly all cases.
variance for the raw data PCA and 85.903 percent of the variance
Examination of the magnitude and sign (i.e., positive or negfor the stretched data. Overall scene brightness, or albedo, is ative) of eigenvector loadings gives an indication of which specresponsible for the strong correlation between multispectral im- tral properties of vegetation, rocks, and soils are responsible for
age channels, and PCA has effectively mapped this into PC1 of the statisticalvariance mapped into each PC, and this is the basis
both transformations. The remaining components should there- of the Crosta and McM. Moore (1989) approach. Eigenvector
fore account for decreasing variance caused by differences be- loadings for PC2 of Table 1indicate that it describes the differ2, and 3) and the IR
ence between the visible channels (TM~,
tween spectral regions and between individual bands.
The statistical dimensionality of data (related to sensor gain channels (TM4, 5, and 7). Materials which have the highest reand offset as well as spectral differences) and, in particular, the flectance in the visible spectral region will appear on PC2 as the
magnitude of the standard deviations (SD) has greatest influ- brightest pixels (positive eigenvector loadings) and those with
ence over the actual weighting of original bands mapped into highest IR reflectance will appear as darkest pixels (negative
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Input Bands
Band Means
SD of Bands

TM1
106.6
3.7

+ 37.25
+63.39
+ 12.30
-48.05
+40.69
-23.89

PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6

TM2
50.50
2.9

TM3
68.60
3.3

TM4
72.20
2.9

Eigenvector Matrix

f23.54
+29.47
+05.47
+ 06.82
- 11.88
91.43

+

+40.47

+ 16.58

- 09.85
+36.99
- 66.35
-33.23

+92.27
+ 30.20

+37.29

- 13.00

+09.28
- 06.65

TMS
133.2
4.8

+ 65.07
-58.23
-03.14
-44.66
- 19.00
03.07

+

TM7
74.90
3.9
+43.72

- 12.79
-34.62
58.05
+57.91
- 01.87

+

Eigenvalues(%)
(89.636)
( 5.880)
( 3.514)
( 0.594)
( 0.305)
1 0.071)

(eigenvectorloadings expressed as percentages of original bands)
TABLE
2. PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT
ANALYSIS
ON SIX
TM BANDS,ROBERTSMTNS.SUBSCENE.
STRETCHED
DATA
Input Bands
Band Means
SD of Bands
PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
PC6

TMl
127.1
5.9

+42.18

- 23.48
+43.64
-39.21
62.23
+ 18.85

+

TM2
127.0
5.9

+42.92
- 17.14
+33.22

+06.75
-31.73
- 75.55

TM3
127.1
5.9

TM4
127.0
5.9

Eigenvector Matrix

+43.02
-21.87
+16.71
+ 17.98
- 56.63
+62.14

eigenvector loadings). It follows that a simple negation of P C
will indicate high IR reflectance by bright pixels.
Eigenvector loadings for PC3 (of Table 1) indicate that it is
dominated by vegetation, highly reflective in TM~,and the positive loading of TM4 in this PC also indicates that strongly vegetated pixels will be bright in this PC image. The percentage of
variance mapped into this "vegetation" PC is only 3.514 percent
which is obviously not a measure of vegetation abundance in
the Roberts Mountains area where virtually all pixels will contain some vegetation and a significant proportion will be well
vegetated. By imposing the same SD and very similar means on
the input bands prior to PCA, as shown in Table 2, vegetation
is mapped into PC2 (91.83 percent positive eigenvector loading
from TM4, and negative loadings from the visible channels and
TM7, which closely matches the theoretical spectral response of
vegetation) and the corresponding eigenvalue for PC2 indicates
that this is responsible for a more "reasonable" 9.392 percent
of scene variance.
An instructive result of the equalization of band means and
SDs in Table 2 is the effect on the eigenvector loadings to pC1.
For most bands the eigenvector loadings are very similar in
magnitude. The low eigenvector loading from TM4 is distinctly
anomalous, and this can be explained by the significant population of high DNs in TM4 which are solely due to vegetation.
This vegetation variance is then mapped to the next principal
component, Pa. It is a general rule that, when means and SDS
are equalized, the lowest contributor to PC1 will invariably dominate PC2 and thereby account for the second highest variance.
This is not always vegetation, especially in extremely arid terrain.
Having mapped albedo to PC1 and visible to IR differences,
or vegetation, to PCs 2 and 3, the remaining three PCs can be
expected to contain information due to the varying spectral response of iron-oxides (absorption in visible bands 1 and 2 and
) hydroxyl-bearing minerals (abhigher reflectance in T M ~ and
sorption in TM7, higher reflectance in TM5). By looking for moderate or large eigenvectors loadings for both TM1 and m, in
PCs where these loadings are also opposite in sign, we can pre-

+ 31.57
+91.83
+20.47
+ 10.42
+03.82
+05.42

TMS
127.1
5.9
+41.64
+08.W
- 65.15
- 60.59
- 15.99
- 05.51

TM7
127.2
5.9

+42.39

-13.39
-45.27
+65.69
+40.55
-03.94

Eigen
values(%)
(85.903)
( 9.392)
( 3.620)
( 0.519)
( 0.366)
( 0.200)

~ dict that "limonitic" iron-oxides (including jarosite and goeth-

ite) will be distinguished by bright pixels in PC4 of Table 1, by
~ Table 1, and by dark pixels in PC5 of Table
dark pixels in P C of
2. Hematite (characterized by greater reflectance in TM3 than in
TM2) should be mapped as dark pixels in PC6 of Table 1 and
bright pixels in PC6 of the stretched data transformation (Table
2).
Hydroxyl-bearing minerals are mapped as dark pixeIs in PC4
and P C of
~ both transformations, due to the fact that the contributions are negative from TM5 and positive from TM7 in all
four of these PCS, whereas hydroxyls should theoretically have
high (positive) reflectance in TM5 and low (negative) reflectance
in TM7.
Summarizing all of the above, we can state that hydroxyls
(H), iron-oxides (F), and hematite are mapped into the PC images as follows: For the raw data PCA of Table 1, H is dark and
F is bright in P C ~ ,both H and F are dark in PC5, and hematite
is dark in PC6. For the stretched data PCA, H is dark in PC4 with
F (weakly) expressed as bright pixels, both H and F are dark in
PC5, and hematite is bright in PC6. For alteration mapping the
P C image
~
from both transformations indicates areas where rocks
and soils are liable to be both argillized and iron-stained. PC5
of the raw data transformation has thus been negated and carefully stretched to show zones of presumed alteration as the
brightest ares in Figure 3. A comparison with the sketch map
(Figure 2) indicates that both ore deposit locations are anomalous and there are anomalies at the locations of known prospects.
The decision process for both of the above six-band PCAs has
been a long and complex one. To understand and interpret the
monochrome PC images requires careful checking of eigenvector
matrices as reproduced in Tables 1and 2. In any case, the analyses have failed to unequivocally separate the hydroxyl and
iron-oxide minerals into any single PC image, with the exception
of PC6 (which is noisy) for hematite. If the number of input
channels is reduced to avoid a particular spectral contrast, the
chances of defining a unique PC for a specific mineral class will
be increased.
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COMPONENT
ANALYSISFOR HYDROXYLMAPPING
TABLE
3. PRINCIPAL
TM4
TM.5
TM7
Input Bands
TM1
133.2
74.4
106.6
72.2
Band Means
4.8
3.9
3.7
2.9
SD of Bands
EigenEigenvector Matrix
values(%)
PC1
+40.64 + 19.04
+ 74.49 +49.38 (89.507)
-45.31 -05.45
( 5.438)
PC2
+88.97 +01.50
( 4.389)
C93.36
+01.44 -35.68
PC3
-03.03
+30.33
-48.96 +79.11
( 0.666)
PC4
-20.60

FIG.3. Negated P C from
~
six-band PCA. Hydroxyl and Iron-oxide bright.

PCA on Four Bands - Hydroxyl Mapping
Table 3 describes the principal components transformation on
unstretched TM bands 1,4,5, and 7 of the Roberts Mountains
subscene. 'mbands 2 and 3 have been deliberately omitted to
avoid mapping iron oxides, and it should be noted that TM2 or
TM3 could substitute for TMI in this transformation. Following
the reasoning process described above, we can predict that PC1
is the "albedo" image, P C describes
~
the contrast between the
SWIR and the visible region, P C is
~ brightest for vegetation, and
P C ~highlights hydroxyl-bearing minerals as dark pixels. This
"hydroxyl" (H) image is therefore negated in Figure 4 to show
anomalous concentrations of H as brightest zones. One fortuitous property of this H image is the fact that it has a negative
contribution from vegetation in T M (i-e,
~ when negated to show
H as bright pixels) which compensates for the similarity in response between certain vegetation classes (e-g., those with high
leaf water content) and hydroxyls in the SWIR. This is a problem
when only two or three TM bands are input for PCA, and it is a
major drawback in ratio or band subtraction techniques.
The simple methodology for hydroxyl mapping by PCA on
TM bands, 1,4,5, and 7 is to examine the eigenvector loadings
for bands 5 and 7, in both of P C and
~
P C ~ ,to find which has a
moderate or strong loading from both bands, with opposite
loading is positive,
signs. Negate only those PCs where the
so that the anomalous pixels are brightest in all cases. This is
the "Crosta hydroxyl image" (H).The PCA should be carried
out on unstretched data. In those rare instances where hydroxyl
~ PC4, ThG and TM7 can be stretched
is mapped into both P C and
before PCA. An alternative strategy, where hydroxyls are mapped
into both PC3 and PC4, is to ensure that both show hydroxyl as
bright pixels (by negation, as required), followed by a "pairwise" PCA of P C and
~ Pc4, having first stretched PC3 and PC4 to
give each similar means and SDs. One of the two PCs from this
transformation will have two positive eigenvector loadings, and
that will be the H image.
PCA on Four Bands - Iron-Oxide Mapping
Table 4 describes the principal components transformation on
unstretched 'I'M bands 1, 3, 4, and 5 of the Roberts Mountain
subscene. TM7 could be substituted for 'I'M5 in this analysis with

FIG.4. "Hydroxyl" image ('H').
COMPONENT
ANALYSISFOR IRON-OXIDE
MAPPING
TABLE
4. PRINCIPAL
Input Bands
TMI
TM3
TM4
TM5
106.6
68.6
72.2
133.2
Band Means
2.9
4.8
3.8
SD of Bands
3.7
Eigenvalues(%)
Eigenvector Matrix
PC1
+42.90 +46.35 + 19.78 + 74.97 (88.521)
( 6.942)
-58.27
+66.78 +41.35 -20.87
PC2
( 3.963)
+94.82
-25.95
PC3
+14.19 -11.61
( 0.574)
-17.63
+77.50 +13.52
PC4
-59.16

little effect on the result; the omission of one SWIR band is to
deliberately avoid hydroxyl mapping. The PCS can be interpreted as albedo in PCI, IR versus visible in rC2, vegetation in
P C ~ ,and iron-oxide as bright pixels in PC4. This iron-oxide (F)
image is reproduced in Figure 5.
The rules for iron-oxide mapping are similar to those for hydroxyl mapping. The magnitude of eigenvector loadings for TMl
and T M in
~ either P C or
~ PC4 should be moderate or strong, and
opposite in sign. To enhance iron-oxides as bright pixels, those
PC images with negative loadings from TM3 should be negated.
Where the result is equivocal in that iron-oxide is mapped to
~ PC4, the input bands can be pre-stretched before
both of P C and
transformation or a pairwise PCA can be run on PC3 and PC4, in
a manner similar to that described for derivation of the hydroxyl
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FIG.6. "Hydroxyl plus iron-oxide" image ('H + F'). Compare with Figure
3.

image. Regardless of the number of steps taken to produce the
image, it should be saved as the "Crosta iron-oxide image" (F).
Hematite can be mapped by the substitution of TM2 for TMI
in the above transformation. It has been found that hematite
images are invariably noisier than either the F or H images, and
it must be presumed that this is due to a greater proportion of
systematic noise in TN2.
CROSTA COMPOSITES AND ALTERATION MAPPING
The monochrome hydroxyl and iron-oxide images produced
by PCA on four bands (such as those in Figures 3 and 4) are
easy to interpret in that anomalous concentrations of each mineral category are represented by the brightest pixels on each
image. There is no need to consult the eigenvector matrices,
after the images have been created, to understand and interpret
these images which would be the case for PC images from a sixband principal component transform.
The Crosta images have another advantage in that they can
be added together to produce an image (an "H+F" image) on
which pixels with anomalous concentrations of both hydroxyls
and iron-oxides are the brightest pixels. The hydroxyl image of
Figure 4 and the iron-oxide image of Figure 5 have been merged
in this way to create the image reproduced in Figure 6. This
should be compared with PC5 of the six-band PCA in Figure 3.
The addition has been achieved here by a "pairwise" PCA using
the H and F images as the two input bands. One of the two
PCS from this transform will have positive loadings from both
inputs and this is the H + F image. Care should be taken during
this transformation to equalize the statistics of the input images
such that the eigenvector loading are approximately equal in
the output PCS. An alternative is to simply add the H and F
images and rescale the resultant image to 256 grey levels.

The Crosta composite image is created by stretching the H,
H+F, and F images so that the brightest pixels in each are
favorably enhanced, the means are less than 128, and the darkest portion of each distribution is clipped (undersaturated) to
a certain extent. These three images can then be combined in

various ways to suit the personal preferences of individual photogeologists.
Different combinations of Crosta images have been empirically assessed, and it appears that the combination H, H +F, F
in red-green-blue (RGB)is most suited to photogeological interpretation. While it can be argued that a universal "standard" is
desirable in any case, there may be some technical merit in the
H, H+F, F (RGB)combination. The human eye is more adept
at differentiating warm reddish colors than cold blue colors. The
surface condition (i.e., argillization) measured by the H images
is often truly "anomalous" for mineral exploration purposes,
especially where it can be seen that the anomalies are on outcrop and residual soils. Virtually all rocks and soils are affected
by iron-oxide staining to some degree and the F images are
merely a measure of iron-staining intensity throughout the area
covered by each scene.

Routine Interpretation
By combining the H, H +F, and F images as red, green, and
blue, respectively, a dark (bluish) color composite image is created on which alteration zones are unusually bright and can be
interpreted as follows: White pixels within alteration zones are
potentially the most prospective in that they are both iron-stained
and argillized, bright reddish to orange zones are more argillized than iron-stained, and bright cyan to bluish zones are
more iron-stained than argillized.
Recognition of Intense Alteration
An important alteration type is often encountered where intensely argillized or silicified rocks are also heavily iron-stained,
and the "mixed" pixels in these zones have higher reflectance
in TM7 than in TM5 (iron-oxide here reversing and overprinting
the usual TM5>TM7 spectral contrast for ar@c materials). These
zones may be encountered at deeper erosion levels in mesothermal systems and as the dense siliceous and pyritized caprocks
(jasperoids) often associated with epithermal mineralization.
These mixed pixels may also lack typical iron-oxide signatures
in the visible spectrum due to the overprint by highly reflective
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a r e c minerals such as kaolinite. In other words, the presence the significance of dark zones in association with recognizable
of iron-oxide destroys the "argillic" response in SWIR, and, con- alteration is appreciated during photogeological interpretation.
versely, the presence of argillic minerals tends to destroy most
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
of the iron-oxide response in the visible spectrum. This important alteration type can often be recognized on Crosta hydroxyl
The methodology described above has been tried and tested
images by very dark or black pixels closely associated with bright on TM and ATM images from various parts of Nevada and Orpixels representing hydroxyl alteration, and on Crosta compos- egon, and on TM images from southern Spain, the eastern Medites (H, H+F, F in RGB) by black or very deep blue colors also iterranean, the Middle East, and the Andes. The processed images
in association with obvious alteration colors. Not all zones with are very reliable for rapid alteration mapping, for finding the
higher reflectance in TM7 than in TM5 are altered in this way, most prospective outcrop within large alteration zones, and for
as this (w> TM5) spectral contrast can also be due to disturbed drawing attention to subtle, often unsuspected, alteration zones.
ground, recent soil erosion, or reduced vegetal cover (Loughlin,
For more specific applications, such as detecting extensions
1990). The recognition of a contextual association with genuine of known mineralization, the analyses are much more sensitive
argillization is therefore extremely important.
when the area for the determination of image statistics is careThe dark core of the concentrically zoned alteration system fully selected to avoid areas of well exposed alteration, playa
around Long Peak in the Battle Mountain Range (Lander County, clays, or dense woodland.
Nevada), illustrated by the hydroxyl image of Figure 7 (ATM,
512 by 512 pixel, 7.5-m resolution), is an example of this type
of mixed pixel, intensely altered zone. This is a potential porThe Crosta technique relies on the principal component transphyry type system.
form to map information common to all bands-overall scene
Figure 8 (W) is an example from the Chilean Andes where brightness or albedo-into the first principal component and
intensely altered rocks form a dark "doughnut" between inner specific spectral contrasts into successive components. The
and outer zones of argillization and iron-staining, in the north technique should also be used for processing Geoscan or GERIS
west of the image. In this case iron-oxide response from the image data to determine subtle spectral differences between
visible spectrum is not completely destroyed for all of the dark closely spaced channels such as those in both SWIR and TIR
zone on the hydroxyl image. A narrow and discontinuous ring regions on the Geoscan scanner. In the case of multispectral
structure where (visible region) iron-oxide response is lacking, TIR, the first principal component wiII account for heat effects
within the broader doughnut, coincides precisely with a very and successive components should enhance subtle differences
resistant ridge which is red on the W,4,1 (RGB)composite and in emissivity.
black on the Crosta composite. In context, this ridge can be
interpreted as pyritized jasperoid.
These intensely altered zones can be aesthetically enhanced
Standard principal components analysis software has been
by substituting a PC image which shows high SWIR reflectance designed for operations such as information compression and
as bright pixels (for instance, a negated version of PC3 in Table decorrelation stretching, not for information extraction as de2) as the red component of an image with H and F images as scribed above. The computation of Crosta images will be made
the green and blue components. This complication is not strictly much faster and simpler if a number of interactive options are
necessary in reconnaissance alteration mapping, provided that built into the software. The software options should include the
opportunity to view the image statistics and eigenvector matrix
before any transformations are performed, the opportunity to

FIG.7. ATM "Hydroxyl" image ('H').Long Peak, Battle Mountain Range,
Nevada.

FIG.8. TM "Hydroxyl" image ('H'). Northern Chile.
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abort the process at that stage, and the further option of selecting only one principal component for computation and automatic negation of the selected component, if required.
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